THOMSON REUTERS
CUSTOM INDICES
Benefit from years of experience
in independent index services.
Work with Thomson Reuters Indices to create an index to reflect a particular investment
mandate or strategy for any asset class.
Clients can modify existing proprietary benchmarks or create new indices across the
full range of Thomson Reuters’ content sets.
40 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

Thomson Reuters calculates Real Time and End of Day indices underlying a
range of financial products in the Equity, Commodity and Fixed Income Markets.
Thomson Reuters has considerable index infrastructure with experience
of calculating some of the world’s most relied upon indices.
END-TO-END INDEX SERVICES

All sourcing, calculation, maintenance and distribution is done in-house
by Thomson Reuters Indices.
Clients deal with only one provider for all indexing needs, lowering costs
and complexity.
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CUSTOM INDEX SOURCE DATA

Thomson Reuters has a vast range of global data across multiple asset classes
which can be used for Custom Indices:
• B
 road Market Equity Index base of 10,000 stocks globally across 51 countries,
leveraging index licenses with over 70 exchanges globally
• C
 omplete coverage of 70,000+ companies across 130 countries tagged to
Thomson Reuters Business Classification (TRBC) available for index creation
• P
 roprietary Fixed Income, Commodity, Economic data and Currency pricing
available in-house
• U
 nique, value added datasets available for filters such as I/B/E/S
estimates, StarMine estimates, ASSET4 ESG, Reuters News Sentiment
and Worldscope Fundamentals

THOMSON REUTERS CUSTOM INDICES
GLOBAL SUPPORT, OPERATIONS AND PRESENCE

Thomson Reuters has the scale and global footprint to fully support clients
in the creation and delivery of custom indices:
• 24 hour, global index development, operations and customer support
• In-house research team works with clients to validate proposed
methodologies
• R
 egional product development support available in Americas, EMEA
and Asia Pacific
• D
 istribution via industry standard Real Time streaming feeds, over
600,000 desktop clients and FTP/API included in service
• H
 ighly regarded global brand with reputation for integrity and freedom
from bias (ranked 30th globally by Interbrand)
• L arge sales and marketing teams in all regions able to reach the
investment community

Email
Index_Queries@thomsonreuters.com
For further information
financial.thomsonreuters.com/indices
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ABOUT THOMSON REUTERS
FINANCIAL AND RISK
Financial and risk management
solutions from Thomson Reuters
help investors, traders and
compliance professionals
overcome their three most
pressing challenges: to
drive profits; to connect and
collaborate via open, secure
networks; and to efficiently
manage risk and regulation.

